
2. When you see medicine sitting on the table, you should ______________________ .

A. tell a grownup B. put the medicine away C. read the label D. throw it out

3. If you and your friends want to go swimming, you should ______________________ .

A. wear a personal flotation device, such as a life vest B. swim where there is a grownup watching

C. obey all rules D. all of the above

4. Your toys should be kept ______________________ .

A. in the hallway B. in a toy chest that does not have a lid, or in a closet

C. on the stairs D. on the floor in your room

5. If a pot is on the stove, the handle should be ______________________ .

A. pointing away from the edge B. pointed out, so it is easy to grab

C. pointing in any direction D. none of the above

Get Smart About Safety

GRADES 2 AND 3
Activity One

Rover the Home Safety Hound and Freddie Flashlight want to
make sure you know how to be safe. Read the sentences below 
to test your safety knowledge. 

Circle the correct answer to complete each statement.

1. When you are coming inside from playing outdoors, 
you should ______________________ into your house.

A. run B. jump C. walk D. skip

Decide if each sentence is true or false. Circle your answer.
Then, on the back of this page, rewrite each false statement so it is true.

1. When you hear a smoke alarm going off, you should stay where True False
you are until you see fire.

2. You should tell a grownup about an emergency when it happens. True False

3. It’s okay to eat your food quickly, as long as you are sitting down. True False

4. Home fire escape plans should be practiced at least two times a year. True False

5. It is never okay to play with matches. True False

More Safety Tips• Never try to fix an emergency byyourself. Always get a grownup.• Wear the proper safety gearwhen you are swimming, riding a bike, or playing sports.• Learn your home address andphone number.
• Learn your local emergencyphone numbers in case youneed to call for help.• Visit www.coderedrover.orgfor more tips and gamesabout safety.
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14 8 56 75 20 28 31

Rover and Freddie Flashlight have a phrase they want you to learn. It’s to help you remember what to say if you spot a safety 
danger. To learn the phrase, decode the safety message below by writing the letter on the line that matches the number below it.

C=26   D=11   E=3   G=14   M=47   N=20   O=56   P=31   R=8   U=28   V=10   W=75

Learn The Safe Way

GRADES 2 AND 3
Activity  Two

Below are some safety tips to help you become a Safety Ranger. The bold words are hidden in 
the word search. Find the hidden words and circle them.

1. House cleaners and medicine should be
kept in locked cabinets.

2. Wear a personal flotation device while
learning to swim and never swim without
a grownup watching.

3. Always tell a grownup about a safety
danger. Never try to fix it yourself.

4. Hot water and liquids can cause serious
burns. 

5. Always stay at least three feet away from 
a stove.

6. If you find matches or a lighter, do not
touch them. Tell a grownup.

7. Eat your food slowly to avoid choking.
8. Toys, clothes, and bookbags should be

put away so no one trips over them.
9. Never take medicine or vitamins without a

trusted grownup’s permission.
10. Learn your address and phone number and

all emergency phone numbers.

26 56 11 3 8 3 11 8 56 10 3 8

26 56 47 3 56 10 3 8
!
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Can You spot 
the Safety Dangers?

GRADES 2 AND 3
Activity Three

Look at the house below. There are safety dangers that need to be fixed. Go through the 

home and yard and circle the dangers. Then, in the bubbles next to the dangers, write what 

a grownup should do to fix each danger.

Become a Safety ranger in your home!
Go through your home with a grownup and point out any dangers you see. Ask the grownup to fix 

the safety dangers. Don’t forget to tell them what it takes to be a Safety Ranger!
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